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CLEANING APPARATUS FOR MATERIALS 
MOVING IN ENDLESS PATH 

This invention relates to apparatus for cleaning paper 
machine felts and other materials moving in an endless 
path by the application and/or extraction of liquid. 
Paper machine felts are used to support and drain 

water from the wet~formed paper web in the course of 
drying it. The water absorbed by the felt needs to be re 
moved so that the felt is in a relatively dry state when 
it contacts the paper web. Further, the water drained 
through the felt extracts with it various solid materials 
from the paper web, such as small ?bers, ?llers, sizing 
materials and the like. If not removed, these would 
soon contaminate and clog the felt, making it impervi 
ous and useless for its water extracting function. 
Various apparatus has been developed for cleaning 

or “conditioning” the endless felt loops in their travel 
from and to engagement with the wet paper web. The 
type which this invention concerns is reciprocated back 
and forth across a surface of the felt or a portion 
thereof, and includes reciprocated spray headers with 
spaced spray ports, usually nozzles, and reciprocated 
suction shoes with spaced suction ports, which shoes 
may also be provided with ports for discharging water 
to the felt, these shoes usually being provided in sets 
which operate upon different widthwise sections of the 
felt. Dif?culty has been experienced with such appara 
tus in that it tends to treat certain areas of the felt more 
than others, so that in time streaks develop in the felt 
along these areas due to increased cleaning and in time 
increased wear and deterioration as compared with the 
remainder of the felt. Such streaks not only reduce the 
useful wear life of the felt but also may impair the prop 
erty of the paper by producing corresponding streaks 
therein. Similar problems may be encountered where 
reciprocated cleaning members of the foregoing type 
are used for cleaning other endless materials, for exam 
ple, reciprocating sprays for cleaning the paper forming 
wire and dandy roll of paper machines. 
A primary cause of this irregular treatment has been 

the dwell time of the reciprocated cleaning member at 
the end of each stroke which causes the discharge or 
suction of the ports to treat the areas of the material at 
the ends of their path of reciprocation longer than in 
the intermediate areas. This problem is accentuated by 
the common practice of reciprocating the apparatus a 
greater distance than the spacing between ports to in 
sure that the full width of the material is treated, with 
the result that there is usually some overlap in areas 
treated at the ends of the stroke. Where several spray 
headers or suction shoes are provided across the width 
of the material, the same practice also results in overlap 
of areas treated by successive headers or shoes. 
The object of this invention is to provide improved 

apparatus of the type concerned whereby irregularity 
of treatment and the aforesaid difficulties due thereto 
are essentially avoided. 

In attaining the foregoing object, the invention pro 
vides such apparatus with reversal control means oper 
ative during reciprocation operation of the cleaning 
member to cause the reversals of motion of the recipro 
cated member to take place at different points across 
the material to be cleaned, preferably at numerous dif 
ferent points over a substantial width of the material. 
In this manner, dwell can be substantially eliminated, 
or the harmful effects of dwell can be dissipated by 
varying the dwell positions over substantial areas of the 

2 
material. Similarly, overlap may be provided without 

, increased cleaning in the areas of overlap. 
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According to one aspect of the invention apparatus 
having the customary ?xed length stroke reciprocator 
for the cleaning member has, as the reversal control 
means, a mounting on which this reciprocator may it 
self be reciprocated together with the cleaning member 
which it reciprocates, longitudinally of the path of re 
ciprocation of the member, and an additional recipro 
cating motor or device which so reciprocates both the 
?rst reciprocator and the cleaning member while oper 
ating and at a different rate of reciprocation, so that the 
reversals of direction of motion of the cleaning member 
are varied along its reciprocation path. 
According to another aspect of the invention, the re 

ciprocator immediately connected to the cleaning 
member is provided, as the reversal control means, 
with means which is operable to change its reciproca 
tion stroke length while operating, in several, prefera~ 
bly many, increments. Thus a ?uid-operated ‘recipro 
cating motor having its piston connected to reciprocate 
the cleaning member may be provided with fluid input 
and output valves which may be operated to change 
fluid input and output from one side of the piston to the 
other at various different positions of the piston relative 
to its cylinder. The reversal control means includes a 
device which switches these valves from input to output 
and vice versa at various different time intervals, corre 
sponding to different positions of the piston with re 
spect to its cylinder, thereby changing the stroke length 
and accordingly changing the points of reversal. Alter 
natively, the reciprocator may carry spaced reversal 
control switches which alternately engage a cam be 
tween them that is rotated to change the points of en 
gagement of the switches therewith and hence change 
the positions of reversal of the equipment. 

In the drawings certain embodiments have been se 
lected to illustrate the invention, it being understood 
that the invention can be utilized in other embodiments 
than those shown. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a top plan view of one form of apparatus ac 

cording to the invention together with a fragmentary 
top plan view of a spray header located beneath a paper 
machine felt traveling in an endless path; 
FIG. 2 is a side view partly in elevation, partly in lon 

gitudinal section of the apparatus of FIG. 1 at a differ 
ent position; 
FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic view of pressure ?uid cir 

cuits, switches and valves that may be used to control 
the operation of apparatus according to FIGS. 1 and 2; 
FIG. 4 is a top plan view of a modi?cation of the ap 

paratus of FIGS. 1 and 2; and, 
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary top plan view of a felt condi» 

tioner arranged to clean a paper machine felt passing 
thereover and of reversal position changing apparatus 
accordingto the invention associated therewith. 
Referring to the embodiment of FIGS. 1 and 2, a 

spray header 10 provided with shower nozzles 12 is 
mounted to reciprocate longitudinally beneath and 
across the path of a paper machine felt F by means of 
a bracket 14 slidingly mounted in ways 16 provided on 
a suitable base 18 at one side of the felt, the opposite 
end of header 10 (not shown) being similarly slidingly 
mounted at the other side of the felt and being provided 
with the usual ?exible connection to a source of water 
under pressure. A ?rst ?uid operated motor 20 has the 
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protruding outer end of its piston stem 22 connected to 
header 10 by a yoke 24 screw threaded on the end of 
the piston stem, the yoke arms receiving between them 
a bar 26 ?xed to the end of header 10 and being fas 
tened to the bar by a bolt 28 extending through the 
arms and loosely through the bar and held by a nut 30. 
Motor 20 is provided with ?exible tubes 32 and 33 con 
necting ports adjacent the opposite ends of its casing 
with a means for supplying thereto and exhausting 
therefrom alternatively a fluid under pressure. 
The apparatus so far described may be conventional. 

However, instead of ?xedly mounting motor 20 on base 
18 as would be conventional, in accordance with this 
invention one end of its casing is fastened to a bracket 
34 by a nut 36 screw threaded on a sleeve 38 ?xed to 
the motor casing and slidably receiving piston stem 22, 
bracket 34 being slidingly received in the ways 16. The 
opposite end of the cylinder of motor 20 is rigidly con 
nected by connector 40 to the cylinder of a second and 
shorter ?uid operated motor 42 provided with ?exible 
tubes 44 and 45 connecting the opposite ends of its cyl 
inder for alternate admission and exhaust of ?uid under 
pressure as in the case of tubes 32 and 33. Connector 
40 may be connected to the two cylinders in any conve 
nient manner as by spot welding ?anges thereon to the 
respective closed ends of the cylinders. 
The piston stem 46 of motor 42 is ?xedly secured by 

nuts 48 and 49 threaded on piston stem 46 to a bracket 
50 fixed on one end of the ways 16. The cylinder of 
motor 42 has its end adjacent bracket 50 ?xed to a 
bracket 52 by nut 54 on a threaded sleeve 56 ?xed to 
the end of the cylinder which surrounds piston stem 46 
and extends through bracket 52. Bracket 52 is slidingly 
mounted in the ways 16 so that as ?uid under pressure 
is alternately admitted and discharged via tubes 44 and 
45 to the cylinder of motor 42, the cylinder recipro 
cates relative to its piston and slides bracket 52 in ways 
16. The reciprocal movements of the cylinder of motor 
42 are in turn imparted to the cylinder of motor 20, 
that cylinder being slidingly mounted in the ways 16 by 
bracket 14. 
Limit switches are provided for each motor to con 

trol reversals of relative motion of their pistons and cyl 
inders. The pair of limit switches 58 and 60 for motor 
20 is mounted on an arm 62 which is ?xedly attached 
to bracket 34. Switches 58 and 60 are therefore mov 
able with bracket 34. The switches are operated by an 
actuator finger 64 fixed to piston stem 22 adjacent 
yoke 24. The spacing of switches 58 and 60 is such as 
to permit the working stroke of piston stem 22 relative 
to its casing between successive actuations thereof by 
?nger 64. 
The pair of limit switches 66 and 68 for motor 42 is 

?xedly mounted, switch 66 on a lateral extension of 
?xed bracket 50 and switch 68 on a support 70-?xed 
to the side of ways 16. Switches 66 and 68 are operated 
by actuator ?nger 72 mounted on slide 52 and there 
fore movable with that slide and the cylinder of motor 
42. The spacing of switches 66 and 68 is such that the 
full working stroke of the cylinder of motor 42'relative 
to its piston is required for successive operation of the 
switches by ?nger 72. ' 

In operation, the motors 20 and 42 are adjusted so 
that their pistons reciprocate at different speeds (by 
pressure ?uid regulating valves on input and output). 
These speeds are preferably selected according to the 
relative working stroke lengths of the two motors so 
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4 
that coincidence of full working stroke in the same di 
rection is infrequent, and the speed for the shorter 
stroke motor is suf?ciently less than that of the other 
so that when the shorter stroke motor completes a 
stroke the other motor will have completed several 
strokes. Then, if both motors are started with their pis 
tons and cylinders in their most compressed position 
indicated in FIG. 2, the piston of motor 20 will com 
plete its working stroke to the right when motor 42 has 
only partially completed its stroke to the right. When 
finger 64 engages switch 60 to cause reversal of the pis 
ton of motor 20, that piston and spray header 10 will 
have actually moved to the right a total distance equal 
to the working stroke length of that piston plus the dis 
tance that the cylinder of motor 42 has moved to the 
right. Also, during reversal of motor 20, motor 42 con 
tinues to move motor 20, its piston and spray header 10 
to the right so there is actually no dwell of the spray 
header during reversal although its speed of movement 
to the right will be reduced to the speed of motor 42. 
Upon reversal of motor 20, motor 42 continues to 

move the sliding assembly to the right but, because of 
its greater speed, motor 20 actually moves spray header 
10 to the left. By the time the piston of motor 20 has 
completed its working stroke to the left so that ?nger 
64 operates reversal switch 58, motor 42 will have 
moved the sliding assembly a further distance to the’ 
right, and the net movement to the left of the piston 
and header 10 is its working stroke length minus that 
further distance. The second reversal of motor 20 and 
header 10 will take place at a distance to the right of 
the initial left starting position relative to the felt equal 
to the total movement to the right of the cylinder of 
motor 42. Again, since motor 42 continues to move the 
sliding assembly there is no dwell, reversal being instan 
taneous as the speed of motor 20 to the left drops 
below that of motor 42 to the right. 
Such shifting to the right of the points of reversal of 

the piston of motor 20 and header 10 continues until 
the casing of motor 42 reaches the end of its working 
stroke relative to its piston, so that ?nger 72 contacts 
switch 68 causing reversal. Thereafter, the stroke of 
motor 42 to the left causes the points of reversal of 
motor 20 to shift to the left until the next reversal of _ 
motor 42, and so on. 

Thus it will be seen that as operation continues, each 
of the two points of reversal will be shifted from left to 
right, then from right to left and so on over a span equal 
to the length of stroke of motor 42. For example, if that 
stroke length is 4 inches and the working stroke of 
motor 20 is 8 inches, the points of reversal will vary 
over spans of 0-4 and 8—1 2 inches, respectively. There 
is no dwell except in those rare instances in which both 
motors reach either end of their stroke at the same in 
stant. Repeat locations of the points of reversal within 
the variation span are infrequent, so that even the ef 
fect of slowdown during reversal is dissipated. If, for ex 
ample, the nozzles are spaced apart 8 inches, the over 
lap produces no greater spray contact with the felt than 
in the intermediate areas. 
The relative speeds of the two motors and their 

stroke lengths should be such as to avoid small repeat 
patterns in the changed positions of the points of rever 
sal. For example, if motor 42 were exactly operated to 
reverse at every second reversal of motor 20, each re 
versal of the header would take place at only three dif 
ferent points and there would be dwell at every second 
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reversal of motor 20, as would be obviously undesirable 
for obtaining maximum bene?ts from the invention. 
Relative speeds and stroke lengths can be determined 
mathematically which will give a large number of dif 
ferent reversal points before a repeat. As a practical 
matter, however, the apparatus involved does not nor~ 
mally operate with such regularity and precision, due 
to pressure fluctuations, slight differences in valve ad~ 
justments and operating speeds, and other variables, as 
to maintain a precise repeat pattern very long. Conse 
quently in time, the two motors tend to get out of phase 
so that even a small number repeat pattern when the 
motors were started becomes a large number pattern, 
more or less random, with many different points of re 
versal, and infrequent dwells. 
The control circuitry for operating the motors, which 

is not shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 except for the limit 
switches, may take various forms and may be fluid, 
electric or mechanically actuated. FIG. 3 shows dia 
grammatically suitable control circuitry of the ?uid ac» 
tuated type including the limit switches and tube con 
nections shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. 

In FIG. 3, two reciprocated slide valves 100 and 102 
are used. Since these are of a well known commercially 
available type they are shown only by diagram. Valves 
100 and 102 are reciprocated from right to left and left 
to right as shown in the drawing by fluid pressure ap— 
plied through an applicator at each end, designated 
101, 101', 103 and 103'. A tube line 104 from a source 
of pressure fluid (not shown) applies the line pressure 
through connecting lines 106 and 108 and pressure reg 
ulating valves 107 and 109 to the respective inlet ports 
of valves 100 and 102 respectively, which are located 
in the left hand sections of the valve casings. These cas 
ing sections also include two outlet ports connected to 
regulating valves symbolically indicated at 110, 110' 
and 112, 112' respectively. With a compressed air op 
erated system as contemplated in FIG. 3, these exhaust 
valves may simply discharge to atmosphere. If an hy 
draulic system is used, they would be connected by re 
turn lines to a sump. 
The left hand sections of the casings of valves 100 

and 102 are also provided with two ports which, in 
valve 100, are connected to operating tube lines 44 and 
45 respectively of the motor 42 of FIGS. 1 and 2 and, 
in valve 102, are connected to operating lines 32 and 
33 respectively of the other motor 20, so that valve 100 
controls motor 42 while valve 102 controls motor 20. 

' An input tube line 114 from pressure line 104 supplies 
fluid pressure to the inputs of limit switches 66 and 68 
of motor 42. Similarly, an input tube line 116 from 
pressure line 104 supplies ?uid pressure to the inputs 
of limit switches 58 and 60 of motor 20. Limit switches 
66, 68, 58 and 60 are arranged when actuated to apply 
the pressure from lines 114 or 116 to valve reciproca 
tors101,101’,103 or 103’ via tube lines 118, 119, 120 
and 121 respectively. When not actuated these limit 
switches open lines 118, 119, 120 and 121 to atmo 
sphere (pneumatic) or a line leading to a sump (hy 
draulic). 

In the position of valves 100 and 102 shown in FIG. 
3, limit switches 66 and 58 have last been operates so 
that the pistons of motors 42 and 20 are moving from 
left to right. This motion is produced because, as shown 
by the arrowed connection lines, the input ports from 
lines 106 and 108 are connected through the valves to 
lines 44 and 32 of motors 42 and 20 respectively, while 
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6 
lines 45 and 33 are connected to exhaust valves 110' 
and 112' respectively, exhaust valves 110 and 112 
being sealed off. When the piston of either motor 
reaches its maximum travel to the right, it actuates its 
corresponding limit switch 68 or 60 which opens line 
119 or 121 to pressure from line 114 or 116 respec 
tively, so that the valve 100 or 102 is shifted to the left 
by pressure applicator 101’ or 103’ to move the left 
hand valve section out of the operative portion of its 
casing, being replaced therein by the right hand sec 
tion. In the right hand section, the valve passage con 
nection between ports, again as indicated by the ar 
rowed lines, is such that lines 44 or 32 are connected 
to exhaust valve 110 or 112 respectively, lines 45 and 
33 are connected to the input lines 106 or 108 respec 
tively, and exhaust valve 110’ or 112’ is sealed off. 
Thus the respective motors reverse and their pistons 
move to the left until their limit switches 66 or 58 are 
actuated to return the respective valves 100 or 102 to 
the positions shown, by pressure applied through line 
118 or 120 and applicator 101 or 1103, to reverse again 
the piston of the respective motor. 
The embodiment of FIGS. 1 and 2 has the advantage 

that it produces no dwell of the spray header 10 except 
on the rare coincidences of maximum stroke of both 
motors in the same direction. On the other hand this 
embodiment has the disadvantage that it reciprocates 
the spray header at variable speed. This is because, 
when the piston of motor 20 and the cylinder of motor 
42 are moving in the same direction their speeds are 
added in the movement of header 10, whereas when 
they are moving in opposite directions header 10 
moves at the difference between their speeds. FIG. 4 
shows a modi?cation wherein the spray header is 
moved at uniform speed but there is dwell at each re 
versal, although, as in the FIGS. 1 and 2 embodiment, 
the points of reversal are distributed over a substantial 
area and therefore the otherwise harmful effects 
thereof on the felt are dissipated. 

In FIG. 4 two motors of the ?uid operated type are 
also provided, designated 220 and 242. However, in 
this embodiment the motors are ?xedly mounted on the 
base 218. Like the motor 20 of P168. 1 and 2, motor 
220 has its protruding piston stem 222 connected by 
yoke 224 to the spray header (not shown in FIG. 4). 
The limit switches for this motor 220, designated 258 
and 260, are not carried by its casing but are ?xed to 
a rod 280 which constitutes an extension of the piston 
stem of motor 242 and reciprocates therewith. Limit 
switches 258 and 260 are actuated by ?nger 264 fixed 
to piston stem 222 of motor 220. Limit switches 266 
and 268 for motor 242 are ?xedly mounted on base 
218. They are actuated by ?nger 272 ?xed to rod 280. 
The embodiment of FIG. 4 operates by increasing 

and decreasing the length of stroke of the piston of the ‘ 
header operating motor 220 between reversals and 
therefore varying the points of reversallacross a lateral 
area. of the felt. In FIG. 4, motor 242 is shown at maxi 
mum left stroke position in which ?nger 272 engages 
limit switch 266 to reverse the operation of motor 242 
so that its piston now moves to the right. Motor 220 is 
shown in FIG. 4 with its piston moving to the right, par— 
tially extended. As the pistons of both motors move to 
the right, the piston of motor 242 moves bar 280 and 
attached limit switches 258 and 260 to the right. If 
motor 242 is operated at slower speed than motor 220 
as is preferable, than contact finger 264 on piston stem 
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222 of motor 220 will catch up with, and actuate, limit 
switch 260 somewhere between its full line and dotted 
line position in FIG. 4, the dotted line positions of shaft 
280 and limit switches 258 and 260 representing their 
maximum movement to the right by the piston of motor 
242. 
When motor 220 reverses, motor 242 continues to 

move the limit switches 258 and 260 to the right so that 
switch 258 will be engaged by ?nger 264 to produce 
another reversal with the piston of motor 220 consider 
ably extended from its maximum position to the left. It 
will therefore be seen that if, for example, the piston of 
motor 220 has a l2 inch stroke while that of motor 242 
has a 4 inch stroke and limit switches 258 and 260 are 
spaced apart 8 inches, then the piston of motor 220 will 
reciprocate, and reciprocate the header with it, at dif 
ferent stroke lengths which vary each of the points of 
reversal across a different 4 inch width of the felt. The 
piston of motor 220 will move its maximum of 12 
inches to the right and move the spray header accord 
ingly only when its maximum movement to the right 
happens to coincide with maximum movement to the 
right of the piston of motor 242. Conversely, the piston 
of motor 220 and the header connected to it will reach 
their maximum movement to the left only when this 
happens to coincide with the maximum movement to 
the left of the piston of motor 242. The speed of motor 
220 remains constant. 
Although in the embodiment of FIG. 4 a dwell occurs 

between each reversal, the effects thereof are spread 
over a substantial area and therefore dissipated. The 
fewer sliding parts required in FIG. 4, plus the constant 
speed of reciprocation of motor 220 and connected 
header, may make this embodiment preferable to that 
of FIGS. 1 and 2 in many applications. In both embodi 
merits, the reciprocation paths of successive nozzles 
can be overlapped with no greater treatment of the felt 
in the overlapped area, and consequently with no ad 
verse effect. This is because, when one nozzle operates 
in the area of overlap, the other does not, so that all the 
areas of the felt receive the same treatment. 

It will be appreciated that the same operating cir 
cuitry shown in FIG. 3 for the embodiment of FIGS. 1 
and 2 can be used for the embodiment of FIG. 4, substi 
tuting motors 220 and 242 for motors 20 and 42 re 
spectively, motor tube connections 232, 233, 244 and 
245 for those designated respectively 32, 33, 44 and 45 
in FIG. 3, and limit switches 258, 260, 266 and 268 re 
spectively for those designated 58, 60, 66 and 68 in 
FIG. 3. 
The motors and controls of FIGS. 1 to 4 can also be 

used to reciprocate felt conditioners with points of re 
ciprocation varying across the felt, ?uid operated mo 
tors being commonly used for reciprocating felt condi 
tioners, the length of reciprocation, however, being 
usually much greater, of the order of 2 feet or substan 
tially more. Since it is common also to use mechanical 
reciprocation for felt conditioners, FIG. 5 shows a felt 
conditioner of the mechanically reciprocated type 
modi?ed to vary its stroke length between reversals as 
in the FIG. 4 embodiment, but in this case utilizing a 
mechanically actuated cam instead of the ?uid motor 
242 of FIG. 4. 
Referring to FIG. 5, the felt conditioner there shown 

is of a commercially available type in which reciproca 
tion is accomplished by mechanical worm action, but 
the usual ?xed point reversal mechanism thereof has 
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8 
been replaced by means to vary the reversal positions 
across the felt as hereinafter described. In FIG. 5, the 
shoes of the felt conditioner designated 300 (two only 
being shown) are mounted to slide transversely of the 
path of the felt F on an angle beam 302, the felt riding 
over the tops of the shoes. Each shoe is mounted on 
beam 302 by a mounting (not shown) which extends 
under the beam 302 and carries a screw threaded 
socket (not shown) which engages a threaded worm re 
ciprocator 304 on a shaft 306. The shoes 300 are con 
nected to move together in unison by an angular plate 
308 which moves therewith longitudinally of beam 302. 
The covers of shoes 300 are, as usual, provided with 

large slots 310 through which suction is applied to the 
surface of the felt engaged therewith, alternating with 
narrow slots 312, through which water is injected into 
the felt. The underpart of each shoe is connected to 
sources (not shown) of water under pressure which 
communicates with slots 312 and of suction which 
communicates with slots 310, by ?exible hoses 314 and 
316 respectively. The sources of water under pressure 
and suction to which hoses 314 and 316 are respec 
tively connected may be pipes stationarily- extending 
under the path of the felt or located at the side thereof. 
Angle beam 202 on which the conditioner shoes are 
mounted is secured to ?xed supports 318 and 318’ on 
a suitable support base 320, 320' at opposite sides of 
the path of the felt F. 
The drive connections (not shown) for operating 

shaft 306 to produce opposite rotations thereof for re 
ciprocating the conditioner shoes via worm 304 may be 
a gear box, provided with gears alternately shifted into 
driving engagement with gears on shaft 306 to drive it 
in opposite directions, or may be a reversible electric 
motor. As heretofore produced, such felt conditioner 
apparatus has caused reversals ‘of the direction of recip 
rocation after a ?xed length stroke and at uniform posi 
tions relative to the felt by linkage oppositely operated 
at each end of the stroke. 

In accordance with this invention, means is provided 
for reversing the direction of reciprocal movement of 
shoes 300 by worm 304 at a plurality of different posi 
tions transversely of the path of travel of the felt. In 
FIG. 5 such means comprises a rod 322 connected to 
the near-side shoe so that it reciprocates correspond 
ingly with the shoes through a slide bearing 324 on sup 
port 318. Rod 322 carries at its outer end a limit switch 
326 of the plunger actuated type, and a U-shaped arm 
328 the opposite end of which carries another limit 
switch 330 of the same type, in line with, and in_ opera 
tion opposed to, switch 326. Switches 326 and 330 are 
indicated as electrical with output lines 327 and 331 
respectively which, when the switch is closed, either ac 
tuate two motors or a reversible motor to operate gear 
shift mechanism to change the direction of rotation of 
shaft 306 where such drive is used, or reverse the drive 
of shaft 306 by a reversible motor when such drive is 
used, by closing a relay in the circuit to one direction 
of drive and opening a relay in the circuit to the oppo 
site direction of drive. ‘ 

A shaft 332 is rotatably mounted on base 320 be 
tween limit switches 326 and 330. Shaft 332 carries ec 
centrically a cam 334 the plane of which lies in the 
plane of reciprocation of limit switches 326 and 330 by 
rod 322, so that the periphery of cam 334 will contact 
these switches when moved toward it. Cam 334 is pref 
erably designed in well known manner so that equal ro 
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tations thereof by shaft 332 produce equal variations in 
the distance from the center of shaft 332 of points on 
the cam periphery in line with switches 326 and 33d). 
Shaft 332 is rotated by a driven gear 336 ?xed thereto 
meshing with a drive gear 338 on the drive shaft of a 
motor 340 mounted on base 320. 

In operation, motor 340 is continually operated so 
that the distances moved by the switches 326 and 330 
toward shaft 332 continually increase and decrease. 
The effect is to increase and decrease the time of rota 
tion of worm shaft 306 in each direction, so that the 
points of reversal of direction of reciprocation of shoes 
300 are varied transversely of the felt. The effect is 
therefore the same as that produced with the recipro~ 
cated limit switches in the embodiment of FIG. 4. 

It will be appreciated that the cylinder 242 with the 
limit switches it controls in FIG. 4, and cam 334 with 
the cooperating limit switches in FIG. 5 are, in effect, 
variable time timers which vary the time intervals be“ 
tween reversals and consequently vary the length of 
stroke and points of reversal accordingly. It is possible 
to substitute therefor an electric timer or timers ar 
ranged to operate at various time intervals the reversal 
control valve for the motor 220 of FIG. 4 or reversal 
control switches for the motor or drive of FIG. 5. How 
ever, the arrangements shown are preferred, since the 
electric timing mechanism may get out of phase with 
the actual strokes produced by the motors, in which 
case pauses might occur with deleterious effects when 
the motor reached the end of its working stroke before 
the timing mechanism called for reversal. 

I claim: 
1. In apparatus for cleaning felts and other materials 

moving in an endless path by the application and/or ex 
traction of liquid, said apparatus including a cleaning 
member having port means through which the liquid 
passes and means for mounting said member to extend 
and be reciprocated across said path with said port 
means directed at the material to be cleaned, the com 
bination of reciprocation means for reciprocating said 
member across said path, and reversal control means 
cooperating with said reciprocating means and opera 
ble during reciprocation of said member by said recip 
rocating means to cause the reversals of direction of 
motion of said member to take place at a plurality of 
different points across said path. 

2. Apparatus according to claim ll wherein said re 
versal control means comprises means mounting said 
reciprocation means for reciprocation together with 
said cleaning member in a direction across said path, 
and means for so reciprocating said reciprocation 
means and member while they are operating and at a 
different rate than that of reciprocation of said member 
by said reciprocation means. 

3. Apparatus according to claim 2 wherein said recip 
rocation means is a first ?uid pressure operated motor" 
and the last named means of said claim is a second ?uid 
pressure operated motor connected to said ?rst motor. 

4. Apparatus according to claim 3 wherein said re 
versal control means includes switch means and actua 
tor means therefor operable to cause reversals of direc 
tion of operation of said first motor after a reciproca 
tion stroke of constant length. 

5. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said re 
versal control means comprises stroke adjustment 
means operable to increase and decrease the reciproca 
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10 
tion stroke length of said reciprocation means while it 
is operating by a plurality of increments. 

6. Apparatus according to claim 5 wherein said 
stroke adjustment means comprises switch means con 
nected when actuated to cause reversal of direction of 
reciprocation of said reciprocation means, actuator 
means for said switch means, first means for producing 
relative reciprocation of said switch and actuator 
means in opposite directions to cause successive oppo 
site reversal actuations of said switch means, and sec 
ond means for producing additional relative movement 
of said switch and actuator means to change the points 
of actuating engagement thereof longitudinally of their 
path of relative reciprocation. 

7. Apparatus according to claim 6 wherein said ?rst 
and second means reciprocate said switch means and 
said actuator means respectively at different speeds. 

8. Apparatus according to claim 7 wherein said 
switch means comprises a pair of spaced switches and 
said actuator means comprises a contact ?nger dis 
posed between said switches. 

9. Apparatus according to claim 6 wherein said 
switch means comprises a pair of spaced switches, said 
actuator means comprises a rotary cam disposed be 
tween said switches, and said second means comprises 
means for rotating said cam to present successively dif 
ferently spaced portions thereof from its axis of rota 
tion for engagement with said switch means on relative 
reciprocation of said switch and actuator means by said 
?rst means. 

10. Apparatus according- to claim 5 wherein said re 
ciprocation means comprises a reversible motor con“ 
nected to reciprocate said cleaning member and said 
stroke adjustment means is operable to effect reversals 
of said motor at a plurality of different time intervals. 

11. Apparatus according to claim 10 wherein said re 
versible motor is a pressure fluid operated motor. 

12. Apparatus according to claim 11 wherein said 
motor has a cylinder and a piston therein, said cylinder 
and piston being relatively movable‘ and said cylinder 
being provided with means for admitting and discharg 
ing fluid under pressure thereto at opposite sides of said 
piston, including valve means alternately operable to 
change fluid admission and discharge to opposite sides 
of said cylinder to cause reversals of direction of rela 
tive movement of said cylinder and piston and recipro 
cation of said cleaning member, and said stroke adjust 
ment means includes switch means connected and ac 
tuated to cause said alternate operations of said valve 
means at a plurality of different positions of said piston 
relative to said cylinder. 

13. Apparatus according to claim 12 wherein said 
switch means includes a pair of spaced switches con‘ 
nected to produce when actuated the respective alter 
nate operations of said valve means, an actuator for 
said switches disposed between them, and means for 
reciprocating said switches and actuator at different 
speeds to cause alternate operating engagement of said 
actuator and said switches. 

14. Apparatus according to claim 13 wherein one of 
said speeds is the speed of reciprocation of said clean 
ing member. 

15. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein ‘said 
cleaning member comprises a spray header and said 
port means comprises spaced nozzles on said header 
for directing spray jets onto a surface of said material 
to be cleaned. 
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16. Apparatus according to claim 15 wherein said re 
ciprocation means is capable of reciprocating said 
cleaning member a distance greater than the spacing 
between centers of said nozzles. 

17. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said ma 
terial to be cleaned is a felt, and said cleaning member 
is a felt conditioner provided with spaced shoes having 
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said port means in a surface thereof arranged to engage 
a surface of the felt. 

18. Apparatus according to claim 17 wherein said re 
ciprocation means is capable of reciprocating said 
cleaning member a distance greater than the spacing 
between centers of said port means of said shoes. 

* * * * * 


